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Hiceram@ is a translucent, high purity, high density poly-crys-
talline alumina ceramic.
Hiceram@ tube has been found to be ideal as an envelope for arc
tube of high pressure sodiumlamp, and is available both domes-
tically i.n Japan and internationallythrough NGK representatives.

FEATURES
1 . Superlative translucency

Since grain diameter is uniform, about 95% of the visible light rays

are transmitted.

2. Superior Corrosion Resistance
Hiceram is resistant to high temperature sodium vapor.

3. Excellent Wear Resistance

4. High Mechanical strength
5. Excellent Heat Resistance

6. Excellent Electrical Resistance

MATERIAL
Hiceram@ is made using highly refined alumina powder (a-Al"O.) with a
purity of 99.99% (four nine) or higher.

MI\NUFACTURING METHOD
Normal alumina ceramic has many voids and ununiform structure when it
is sintered so as a result it does not transmit. Hiceramc,is made by a

unique sintering technology in which it makes to proceed uniform grain
growth and perfect void elimination under firing used a specially con-
structed high temperature furnace and achieve its excellent light transmittance.

MI\IN USES
Envelope for arc tube of high pressure sodium lamp.
Electronics industry parts such as lids for erasable and programable memory
(EPROM).
Various bearings, thread guides.



HIGH PRESSURE SODIUM LAMPS

IMonolithic (Semiclosed) Tube
NGK monolithic (semiclosed) tubes are leak-
tight, with the tube and plug perfectly inte-
grated. Lamps with high reliability can be
made using these tubes even without an
outer ring.

lOpen Tube
NGK Open tubes have outstanding dimen-
sional accuracy and can be sealed at the
ends with high reliability.

lRecessed Tube
Since outer rings are not used on recessed
tubes, integration of the tube and plug is
indispensable. NGK recessed tubes have
superlative leak-tight characteristics and
have found an enthusiastic market.

ICap (ring)
NGK manuf
sealing ends

EPROM Lid



lTapered End Tube
Tapered end tubes, developed independently
by NGK, can be used not only for small high
pressure sodium lamps but also for improving
the characteristics of metal halide and other
types of lamps.

)tures various types of caps (rings) for
rf tubes.

IICS INDUSTRY
liceram@ EPROM lids have high permeabilityto ultraviolet
rys and have outstanding adhesive strength.
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ISeal Frits

NGK frits for sealing have outstanding
sodium resistance and sealing charac-
teristics. These frits have been favor-
ably received by our customers.

Example of Lamp Maker Sealing Conditions
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NGK frits conform to each of the above sealing
conditions and have a wide range of uses.

USES IN MACHINE
Beafinos Bearings made of Hiceram@ have excellent wear resist-

" ance. lt is even possible to make Hiceram bearings with
different colors.
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PROPERTIES UNITS HICERAM@

(Typical Values) G-30

PHYSICAL

PROPERTIES

Color Translucent White

Microstructure Polycrystalline

Average Grain Size 11 35

Purity (AlzOs) Yo 99.9

Crystalline Phase a-AlzOs

Bulk Density gr/cm3 3.99

Water Absorption /o lmpervious

Hardness (Mohs) I
Bending Strength kg/cm' 2,350*'*2

THERMAL

PROPERTIES

Coefficient of Thermal

Expansion

40-200"c
per'C

6.0 x 10-e

40-500'c 7.5x 10-6

40-800"c 8. 1 x 10-6

Thermal Conductivity Cal/cm.sec'"C at 20"C o.08
o PTICAL TRANSM

PROPERTY
tssloN Total Transmittance /o g6*"

ELECTRICAL

PROPERTIES

Volume Resistivity

25'C

ohm-cm

1016

100'c 1 0,"

200"c 10,u

300'c 1 0'"
500"c 10'"

Dielectric Breakdown Voltage (60 Hz AC) KV/mm 20

Dielectric Constant (1 MHz) 10

r, 1 Span length on bending test is 80 mm.
*2 Value of standard tube sample having inner diameter of B mm, wall thickness of 0.75 mm and length of lOb mm.
High strength tubes for High wattege and Special type are also available.
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NGK INSULATORS. LTD.
Automotive & lndustrial Ceramics Division

Mizuho, Nagoya, Japan
Cable: NGK INSULATOR NAGOYA

Telex: NGK J59928


